Scraper comments
Joseph Klaus sent this note.
The one I came up with was Packard woodworks Henry Taylor side cutting scraper
104059 HT Dia. Side Cutting Scraper
Ken Shepherd submitted the following.
A long time ago I went looking for a box scraper and couldn’t find one. I went out and bought
a BN 1” scraper (cheap) and made a handle. Then I ground it down to about 1/2 “ on the
end, and 2.5” on the left side to make a square angel on the end. Works good with a box tool
rest that we made at a special meeting. A drawing is shown below.
Ken Shepherd

Al Michaud sent the following.
I have a scraper not quite ground square but scrapes on front and left side. The
name on it is BAHCO of Sweden and is number 967 and has a shark stamped on
it. Don't know the steel type but is very well made and heavy. The end
of scraper is 3/4 in. Don't know if this helps but I must have picked it up at Liberty
Tool at some time.

From Jorge Castaneda

Here is a pic of my square scrapper, I did grind on the side of the wheel a small
fl at, When I am making boxes or goblets, the bulk is removed with a
round scraper and then the wall of the piece is trued with this scraper. I like that it
lets me see what the tool is doing and more important, only 1/2" is touching the
wood, rather that the whole side of the scraper.
That massive 1/2" thick scraper is V10 (A!!) same steel as Doug Thompson's tools, it is
thicker than the Thompson's, good to overhang over the tool rest; That was probably made by
Glasser.
Using a 1/4" scraper one cannot overhang, so a tool rest that fits inside the cavity is used

